CHAPTER 1 8

THE LAST BATTLES : THE WAY HOM E
Y mid-March the pessimism created by the slugging battles durin g

B the winter in the Ardennes was swept away by a new convictio n

among Allied military leaders that a swift end to the European war wa s
not only possible but inevitable . Army and air force commanders vie d
with each other to exert the maximum pressure before the final Germa n
collapse . Although not free from political and prestige undertones, th e
tactical improvisations made (especially by American army commanders )
within the general framework of General Eisenhower's three-phase strategy ,
resulted in hammer blows along the length of the River Rhine, against
none of which could the Wehrmacht assemble adequate reserves . Despite
Goebbels ' propaganda call for the whole German nation to fight th e
invaders, despite preparations for demolition and scorched earth in th e
Rhineland, and notwithstanding the productive genius of Speer, th e
Germans had neither the men nor the material to prevent the surg e
forward of the Allied armies in good campaigning weather. For their
part Eisenhower ' s armies were no longer faced with the logistics proble m
which had halted them six months earlier before the Rhine, after thei r
helter-skelter dash across France . Generals Bradley, Patton and Patc h
were now assured of adequate independent strength to exploit any loca l
break-through they might achieve without (as had happened at Arnhem )
seriously prejudicing each others ' or Montgomery's own plans .
In fact the balance of forces was such that each opportunist America n
attack so preoccupied enemy reserves that the projected main drive b y
General Montgomery across the lower Rhine at Wesel was materially
assisted . The First American Army, by its brilliant coup in seizing th e
Ludendorff rail bridge at Remagen on 7th March, created a bridgehea d
across the Rhine against which the enemy for two weeks, desperately bu t
unavailingly, committed main elements of 11 divisions subjected to constant Allied air attack . By 24th March when Montgomery was due t o
attack farther north, the Remagen bridgehead was 10 miles in depth an d
35 miles long . Meanwhile Patton, masterful, flamboyant and quick to seiz e
an opportunity, on 15th March began a drive across the lower Moselle ,
which quickly developed into a charge of armoured units through th e
Hunsruck, and on the 22nd forced a second crossing of the Rhine a t
Oppenheim, not only bottling up in the Saar substantial enemy forces ,
which throughout the winter had defied all head-on attacks, but als o
making it imperative for Hitler to draw further on his reserves east o '
the Rhine .
Montgomery's methodical and elaborate preparations for launching th e
Twenty-first Army Group across the lower Rhine at Wesel were time d
for 24th March and entailed heavy commitments for both the R .A.F .
and U .S .A .A .F . Air attack against communications during March became
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progressively selective in terms of Twenty-first Army Group requirements ,
while the heavy Bomber Command assaults on the Ruhr were deliberately
made to influence the tactical as well as the strategical issues at this time .
During the last few days before 24th March the U .S .A .A .F . and Secon d
T .A.F . also attacked German airfields, camps and barracks and anti aircraft batteries beyond the range of Montgomery's own artillery . All
air forces were alerted to be ready to take part in the actual assault b y
which Montgomery hoped to cross the most formidable water-barrier i n
western Europe and seize a bridgehead from which his troops coul d
debouch into the heart of Germany . Fundamental to the attack plan base d
on Montgomery' s assessment of enemy capabilities' was an ambitious
airborne operation by which two divisions of troops would be landed i n
the middle of a battle in zones deliberately chosen within the range o f
opposing artillery . The ground operation was given the code nam e
"Plunder " and the supporting airborne operation "Varsity" .
Operation Plunder began well during the night of 23rd-24th Marc h
with the 1st Commando Brigade slipping across the river and waiting o n
the outskirts of Wesel under cover of a tremendous artillery bombardment until R .A .F . Bomber Command arrived overhead to drop mor e
than 1,000 tons of bombs on the town . 2 Sixteen Lancasters from eac h
of the R .A .A .F . Waddington squadrons operated on this raid and crews
returned confident that all resistance in the town had been at least temporarily paralysed . This massive air bombardment, unlike earlier assault s
at Cassino and Caen, was not wasted, because the commandos wer e
ready to advance immediately through the shattered defences of Wesel
and quickly overran the whole town . Meanwhile two divisions of th e
Second Army and another two of the Ninth American Army dashed acros s
the river in the wake of the commandos and fanned out on the eas t
bank of the Rhine on each side of Wesel, meeting only very ligh t
opposition .
The airborne operation also began with an augury of fine weather .
Since Arnhem the 10 squadrons of No . 38 Group and the 6 of No . 4 6
Group had been engaged on S .O .E . and S .A .S . 3 operations over Norway ,
Denmark, Holland and Germany, but had also spent long hours on genera l
and specialised training for Varsity . By retention of tour-expired crews ,
accelerated training of new crews and a bold decision to use training
aircraft on this operation, No . 38 Group was able to muster 320 an d
No . 46 Group 120 aircraft to tow the gliders carrying the main element s
of the 6th British Airborne Division . The American IX Troop Carrie r
Command undertook responsibility for all parachute troops, enablin g
Varsity to be planned as a one-lift operation, the complete force bein g
I German forces in this sector were actually much weaker than expected .
2 A smaller force of 77 Lancasters had bombed Wesel in mid-afternoon on the 23rd ; the tow n
had already been extensively damaged by previous attacks on 16th, 18th and 19th Februar y
and 6th and 6th-7th March .
8 Special Operations Executive (SOE) was set up in July 1940 to coordinate all action by wa y
of subversion and sabotage against the enemy overseas . No . 419 (Lysander) Flight was allotte d
to SOE and other clandestine organisations to assist in their work in Europe . Special Air
Service (SAS) was a similar organisation whose members wore uniform and were in contac t
with the Maquis and the French Forces of the Interior .

(R .A .A .F . )
Escaping steam indicates a direct hit by a Mustang of Balkan Air Force in an attack on
locomotive in the Maribor district of Yugoslavia .

a

A S .A .A .F . Beaufighter banks away after releasing its rockets during a strike by Balkan Ai r
Force on the German barracks at Postumia . 23 miles east of Trieste, on 23rd March 1945 .

Hambu r g in April 1945 . From January 1942 to April 1945 the city sustained 17 main-force
attacks by Bomber Command ; over 16,000 tons of bombs were dropped, resulting in th e
destruction of 75 per cent of the huilt-up (target) area .

(R .A .A .1 . )
Flying the black flag, designated by the Allies as the symbol of surrender, this U-boat wa s
directed to a naval escort group by a Sunderland of No . 461 Squadron piloted by F-Lt R . R .
Alexander, Ilth May 1945 .
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put down on D-day . Another valuable lesson learnt from experience a t
Arnhem was the decision to make every endeavour to land individua l
parties as close as possible to their precise objectives . Parachutists were
carefully briefed to seize particular road and rail junctions and som e
key buildings, while glider parties were to be set down adjacent t o
nominated road and rail bridges over the River Yssel to seize the tow n
of Hamminkeln, five miles north of Wesel, and prepare an area fo r
divisional headquarters . This new "tactical " method of landing troop s
had the additional advantage of dispersing gliders over a greater area ,
thus increasing the enemy's anti-aircraft defence problem . The Allies wer e
also in a position to give much more positive aerial support to the transpor t
aircraft than at Arnhem . Apart from continued weakening of Luftwaff e
day-fighter effort, Second T .A .F . now had the bases, high-performanc e
aircraft and logistics to give almost complete cover in fair weather . Enem y
bases had already been bombed and strafed but they were also closel y
patrolled on D-day while artillery fire and fighter-bombers hammere d
at enemy flak positions until the vast stream of tugs, gliders and parachut e
transports with its attendant fighter escort had crossed the Rhine .
Meticulous planning was rewarded by outstanding results . Only one out o f
440 R .A .F . tug-glider combinations failed to take the air, and, unmoleste d
by enemy fighters, all reached the release area north of Wesel in good order .
Two difficulties then arose . Visibility was poor because of smoke an d
dust from the artillery anti-flak barrage, fires on the ground, and th e
general "fog of war" . Glider pilots had difficulty in locating their exac t
landing positions after release and there was a tendency for the 6th
Airborne Division's gliders to overshoot to the south into the 17t h
American Division's area . Also although over 1,200 Thunderbolts and
Mustangs had swept ahead to harass German gunners, tug and glide r
pilots were badly harassed by anti-aircraft fire . Nevertheless 387 (9 2
per cent) of R .A .F . aircraft successfully released their gliders shortl y
after 10 a .m . and within five hours and a half the 6th Airborne Division
had captured all its objectives, including six undamaged bridges ove r
the Yssel, taken 600 prisoners and established firm contact with th e
15th Scottish Division . Planned re-supply air drops were cancelled becaus e
of this favourable ground situation, and by 25th March the airborn e
division, having consolidated its positions, was ready to make a swif t
advance eastwards .
R .A .A .F . aircrew representation in operation Varsity was approximatel y
the same as at Arnhem ; there were no complete R .A .A .F . crews bu t
almost 200 individuals, with strong emphasis on the pilot and navigato r
musterings, were scattered among the units of Nos . 38 and 46 Groups .
Among those who specially distinguished themselves was Flight Lieutenan t
Hyne 4 of No . 233, already a veteran of Normandy and Arnhem airborn e
operations . Most of the raid reports are laconic but several Australian s
serving with No . 271 gave fragmentary comments which, in conjunction ,
* F-Lt R. R . C . Dyne, DFC, 420201 ; 233 Sqn RAF. Salesman ; of Riverstone, NSW; b . Sydney,
24 Jun 1923 .
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anora a typical aircrew reaction . Flying Officer O'Donnell was the pilo t
of the first Dakota to get back to base, and his navigator, Flying Office r
Holdsworth,° reported that he saw 40 gliders released in one batch withi n
30 seconds : "We saw the gun flashes from the east bank of the Rhine .
The noise of battle was so great that I heard it faintly even above the
roar of our own engines ." Flying Officer White had his aircraft hole d
five times by flak just before he slipped his tow . A navigator, Flying
Officer Jungwirth, 8 reported : "The R .A.F . Dakotas towing their glider s
came in three gigantic streams . Over to one side we saw the America n
Dakotas carrying paratroops . Ahead and below were the Typhoons
blasting German flak positions while above us were the Tempests, Spitfires
and Thunderbolts . . . . We released our gliders, pulled up sharp to dodge
the pieces of another Dakota which blew up right in front of us, an d
then turned back . "
Eisenhower personally watched the operation from observation posts
west of the Rhine and admired "the courage of transport pilots flyin g
relatively slow aircraft steadily along their allotted routes in spite of heav y
flak barrages" . 9 Surprisingly only 7 tugs and 10 gliders were shot dow n
but 32 transports and nearly 300 gliders were damaged in some degree .
Flight Lieutenant Vanrenen 1 of No . 196 Squadron was one who arrive d
after German gunners had recovered from their initial surprise . His air craft was badly hit over the landing zone, two of his four engines failed ,
and he, his navigator and his wireless operator were all wounded .
Undaunted, Vanrenen struggled back across the Rhine where he mad e
a masterly forced landing in friendly territory, and refused any assistanc e
himself until his wounded comrades had received medical treatment .
The brilliant results of operation Varsity reflected the very great stride s
made since June 1944 in the planning and execution of airborne landings ,
but this success, in helping to breach the last formidable enemy defences
in the west, brought a virtual end to the requirement for such operations .
R .A .A .F. aircrew did participate in two subsequent planned mass transpor t
flights, but their importance was minor . On 7th-8th April (operation
"Amherst") 47 Stirlings of No . 38 Group dropped S .A .S . troops, supply
containers and simulators from 1,500 feet above low cloud and fog i n
enemy rear areas during the advance through Holland of the First Canadia n
Army . The object was to cause maximum confusion to German communications ; to rally Dutch resistance forces and to provide Intelligence
reports. Parachute drops were made on radar fixes and the average erro r
was nearly three miles and a half, but in poor weather and the rapidly
s F-O K . P . O'Donnell, 411810 ; 271 Sqn RAF . Trainee engineer ; of Marrickville, NSW ; b .
Sydney, 30 Jun 1920.
6 F-O T. R. Holdsworth, 410983 ; 271 Sqn RAF . Police constable ; of Elstemwick, Vic ; b. Carlton ,
Vic, 6 Jan 1917 .
'+ F-O A . L . White, AFC, 407265 . 52 and 233 Sqns RAF . Storekeeper ; of Aldgate, SA; b. Broken
Hill, NSW, 1 Jul 1918 .
s F-O H . C . Jungwirth, 410550 ; 271 Sqn RAF . Munition worker; of Melbourne ; b . Ringwood ,
Vic, 6 Feb 1922 .

°Report by SCAEF to COS, p. 123 .
1 F-Lt H . P . Vanrenen, DFC, 409258 ; 196 Sqn RAF. Station hand ; of Logan, Vic ; b. Melbourne ,
25 Dec 1913 .
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disintegrating enemy military position this was considered satisfactory . Al l
aircraft returned safely . Another airborne operation ("Doomsday") wa s
planned to transport the 1st British Airborne Division to Oslo an d
Stavanger within four days of any impending German collapse in Norway .
Extremely grave political and administrative repercussions were feare d
after enemy capitulation unless strong Allied forces were on hand . In the
event these fears were groundless and Doomsday became a leisurely serie s
of 899 flights by Stirlings and Halifaxes of No . 38 Group, lasting no t
four days but spread between 8th and 27th May .
In addition to the 200 R .A .F . and 670 American Ninth Air Force
fighter sorties escorting glider and parachute trains, on 24th March 90 0
aircraft of Second T.A .F . gave front-line cover and escort while 1,25 0
American Eighth Air Force fighters thrust deep into Germany to the east .
Practically the entire strength of Allied strategic and tactical air force s
had some part in a fantastic day, and in all some 8,000 sorties wer e
recorded over Germany, to which the Lu ftwaffe could reply with fewe r
than 200. The American Fifteenth Air Force from Italian bases made a
grand diversionary attack on Berlin, while 1,400 bombers of the Eight h
hit again at 16 damaged airfields in western Germany . The Ninth Ai r
Force and Second T.A .F . pounded away at marshalling yards, bridges an d
troop concentrations while Bomber Command mounted obliteration raid s
against Gladbeck and Sterkrade . Yet so great was Allied air potentia l
at this time that R .A .A .F . squadrons were by no means unusually activ e
on 24th March . Only one bomber unit operated in daylight, No . 46 6
sending 12 Halifaxes to Gladbeck ; none operated the following night . Th e
two fighter-bomber squadrons (Nos . 451 and 453) dispatched 20 and
24 sorties respectively against railway targets in the Alphen-Utrecht area .
One Mosquito squadron (No. 456) was temporarily out of the line and
No . 464 was asked to supply only its normal effort on both the nigh t
preceding and that following the main assault.
Nor were the Australians very busy next week, during which tim e
the Twenty-first Army Group expanded its bridgehead and then surge d
forward to link up with American forces at Paderborn on 1st April, thu s
physically encircling the Ruhr . No. 451 Squadron operated only o n
27th and 31st March with a meagre total of 36 sorties against rail target s
in Holland ; No . 453 flew 79 sorties on the 25th, 27th, 30th and 31s t
but made only minor claims of damage arising from bombing and strafin g
raids . Although based in France No . 464 was inactive between the 24th25th and 29th-30th as Montgomery's troops pressed across the Rhine, bu t
then flew 9, 12 and 12 sorties respectively on the next three nights durin g
the general advance into Westphalia . With enemy ground and air force s
both unable to prevent a general collapse of the Rhineland defences ,
there was no occasion for the heavy bombers to join in the battle . Instea d
No . 460 in daylight on 25th March sent 17 Lancasters to bomb marshallin g
yards at Hanover, another 19 against road and rail junctions at Paderbor n
on the 27th, and 13 attacked the Blohm and Voss submarine buildin g
yards at Hamburg on 31st March . The Waddington squadrons made
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only one raid, also in daylight during this week, Nos . 463 and 46 7
providing 16 and 18 crews respectively in a total force of 95 Lancaster s
which bombed underground oil storage facilities at Farge, near Bremen ,
on 27th March while at the same time No . 617 Squadron aimed 12,000-lb
bombs at adjacent U-boat pens . No . 466 bombed Munster on 25th Marc h
but was then inactive for 10 days . The only R .A .A .F. bomber unit t o
operate at night was No . 462 which sent 5 Halifaxes to the Ruhr on th e
24th-25th, 9 to Bremerhaven on the 27th-28th and 6 to Stade, nea r
Hamburg, on 30th-31st March to release Window, target indicators an d
incendiary bombs . There were no losses on . either the daylight or nigh t
raids and only one reported combat—on 24th-25th March when Pilo t
Officer Ba112 and his crew claimed damage to an FW-190 which approached
while he was over the Ruhr .
On 31st March came an official announcement of the end of th e
Empire Air Training Scheme . In fact very few R .A .A .F . aircrew
had arrived in the United Kingdom during the preceding nine month s
so there was little impact on the position of R .A .A.F . units overseas ,
although inevitably in Australia it produced large surplus stocks both o f
semi-trained aircrew and of instructors . This announcement showed confidence not only that victory in Europe was impending, but that adequat e
reserves of trained aircrew were already available for future needs i n
the Pacific area . The gloom of January had given place to a suprem e
optimism justified by the position on the ground and the apparent anomal y
that it was becoming increasingly difficult to find adequate targets fo r
the tremendous Anglo-American air forces concentrated in Europe . The
potential striking power was far greater than it had ever been at the very
moment when, with the Luftwaffe a spent force, and large areas in both
eastern and western Germany falling into Allied hands, air tasks were
diminishing . Although, as has been seen, individual units were by n o
means overtaxed, March 1945 had proved a fantastic month for ai r
operations . Tactical air forces under Eisenhower's control dispatche d
nearly 94,000 sorties that month of which some 88,000 were rated a s
effective . Bomber Command dropped 68,000 tons of bombs, the larges t
monthly total of the war, while the U .S .A .A .F ., which had been reinforce d
to a frontline strength of 4,000, dropped another 66,000 tons . Both the
R .A .F . and U.S .A .A .F . by this time operated sufficient long-range Mustan g
fighters to ensure safe escort of relatively slow bombers (designed fo r
night operations) to any part of Germany in full daylight . Although there
were occasional local shortages in particular types of bombs or equipment or of specialist aircrew or ground crew categories, the general pictur e
was of abundance .
Rapidly changing circumstances brought some changes in utilisatio n
of this air effort which were only belatedly reflected in official directives .
The tactical air forces (American Ninth, Second T .A .F. and America n
First T .A .F .) as handmaidens of the armies continued throughout April
2 P-0

A. D. J . Ball, 427182 ; 462 Sqn. Junior clerk ; of Leederville, WA ; b . Perth, WA, 11 Ap r
1924. Killed in action 10 Apr 1945 .
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to bomb, strafe and patrol in the rear of the rapidly disintegrating Germa n
armies and achieved a grand total of 80,000 sorties for the month . Only
478 Allied tactical aircraft were lost in combat and 1,516 damaged, mostl y
as a result of flak . The average daily strength of this force was ove r
4,000 aircraft and an even higher effort would have been practicabl e
had it been required . Set against such impressive totals the R .A .A .F.
effort, whether of individuals sprinkled among almost every unit of Secon d
T .A .F . or of the single R .A .A .F . squadron (No . 464) based in France ,
is hopelessly swamped . But although the factors of numerical superiority,
good flying weather and the general military situation all favoured th e
Allies, the paralysing and shattering impact of tactical air power still
depended on the aggressive spirit and efficiency of individual aircrew, an d
to the impressive successes Australians made their modest contributio n
and did not suffer by comparison with others .
On each of the first nine nights of April, No . 464 harassed enem y
movements in Holland and western Germany, recording on 6th-7th Apri l
a total of 2,000 sorties since the invasion of Normandy . On 10th April
the squadron went out in daylight but reverted to night operations o n
the 11th-12th and completed another 12 forays in strength before the en d
of the month . Each of these night operations averaged 12 sorties an d
the monthly total was 257, the best tally since the previous autumn .
Patrol efficiency increased considerably late in the month as the squadro n
moved forward on 18th April to Melsbrock near Brussels . Actual result s
of individual bombing or strafing attacks were very difficult to assess but ,
as an example of the pugnacity with which attacks were pressed home ,
one Mosquito returned to base on the 20th-21st with a hole in its por t
wing, caused by the blast of its own bombs as the crew went down t o
treetop level to attack road vehicles . Two crews failed to return from
patrolling on the 23rd-24th but on the following night a very successfu l
operation was staged resulting in attacks on no fewer than 12 trains, al l
of which were claimed as damaged in some degree . Squadron morale had
already been boosted on 17th April when Flight Lieutenant McClelland 3
took part in an attack by six Mosquitos of No. 140 Wing against a Gestap o
headquarters at Odense, on an island off the coast of Denmark . The main
building was totally destroyed and, although McClelland's aircraft wa s
damaged while in the target area, he made a safe forced landing a t
Eindhoven .
Under cover of this impressive tactical air cover the Allied groun d
armies surged forward without serious interruption throughout April . One
thrust by the First Canadian Army through Arnhem reached the Zuyde r
Zee on 18th April, sealing off large enemy forces in western Holland ; 4
other Canadian units drove north-east towards Emden which was reache d
early in May . Meanwhile the Second British Army headed direct fo r
8

F-Lt W. R. M . McClelland, 68191 RAF ; 464 Sqn . Librarian ; of Sherwood, England; b . Nottingham ,
England, 17 Sep 1914.
4 The Canadians halted their drive at this point, fearing that, if they attacked instead of merel y
containing the Germans in this area, enemy troops would destroy dikes and inundate furthe r
large areas of the already badly-flooded country.
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Hamburg, captured Bremen on 26th April, crossed the Elbe with surprising ease on 29th April, then moved against Kiel and Lubeck . Th e
Ninth American Army to the north of the Ruhr captured Hanover o n
10th April, Brunswick two days later, and Magdeburg on the 18th, bu t
then halted on the line o f
the Elbe River ; the First Occupation Zones
American Army, south o f
r British
U.S.
the Ruhr, headed throug h
® French
Russian
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therefore that substantial
°°
employment was lacking
even for tactical air units in May 1945 . Hitler suicided in Berlin o n
30th April and it was clear that his successors, now free of their fanatica l
personal oath to the Fuehrer, would seek an early compromise peace to
save further suffering for the German people . No. 2 Group R .A .F. maintained a precautionary level of some 500 sorties each day until th e
Armistice was signed, but No . 464, after one night patrol of 13 aircraf t
on 2nd May against the usual road and rail traffic and facilities targets ,
found that all its subsequent planned operations were cancelled in th e
light of a general surrender of enemy armies in north-west Germany ,
Holland and Denmark . Inactivity had beset the United Kingdom-based
fighter-bomber units (Nos . 451 and 453) much earlier, since the las t
A-4 rocket and the last V-1 flying bomb were launched against Englan d
on 27th and 29th March respectively and their launching sites were soo n
afterwards overrun by Allied armies . Transport targets for the Australia n
fighter-bombers also declined, Nos . 451 and 453 making their last attac k
on rail targets in Holland on 3rd April . Both squadrons moved to R .A .F .
Station Lympne on 6th April and three days later arranged to operate
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from forward airfields on the Continent . Desire to participate was greater
than need, however, and the Australians were called on for only routin e
bomber escort missions against four targets (Bayreuth, Swinemunde ,
Heligoland and Wangerooge) which the German Air Force made n o
attempt to defend . The operational effort of No . 453 thus fell dramatically
from 441 offensive flights during March to 67 almost purely defensiv e
sorties during April . In May, except for an air-sea rescue search o n
the 1st, and an escort provided on the 3rd for a Dakota carrying Quee n
Wilhelmina back to the Netherlands, there were no flights which coul d
be classed as operational . Similarly No . 451 flew only 61 sorties durin g
April and none in May before the Armistice .
In these final stages of the war the experience of crews of No . 45 6
Squadron was more stimulating . Very little operational flying had bee n
possible during January 1945 ; the unit was out of the line during February
and was held in reserve during most of March in case the Luftwaff e
should persevere with its night intruder raids on R .A .F . bomber bases .
All this had caused crews to chafe at inactivity, but on 27th-28th Marc h
Squadron Leader C . S . Samson led the first night ranger operation ove r
Germany from Bradwell Bay . The only result was the destruction of a
single motor-truck which burst into flames after being hit by cannon fire ,
but the Australians rejoiced in the possibilities of some offensive actio n
in their new role of night-bomber support . No enemy aircraft were i n
fact met during the two nights in March and seventeen in April whe n
small forces of up to seven Mosquitos flew patrols over Germany an d
Norway, but there was a steady stream of claims of damage against trains ,
signal boxes, road vehicles and grounded aircraft which made the Australians feel that they had some small personal part in the rapidly developing final collapse of Germany . Some 87 sorties on bomber support-range r
duties were completed before 25th April when the squadron once mor e
became inactive since neither its defensive nor offensive role had any rea l
significance in view of the general military situation . In common wit h
many other units, No . 456 spent the last fortnight of the war engaged o n
non-operational flying duties only .
Meanwhile as early as mid-March 1945, at the very moment of pea k
effort and dramatic successes, urgent thought had been given to restating
the role of the heavy bomber in the penultimate stage of the Europea n
conflict . The all-too-successful obliteration of Dresden stirred both foreig n
and domestic public opinion to protest against what might be construe d
as area bombing for area bombing's sake . Military and political planners
began to fear that victory would bring to the Allies the problems of a n
utterly ruined Germany, incapable of housing or sustaining its civilia n
population which would then lapse into anarchy . Although the chie f
criticism was of area bombing it was also considered that the mai n
objectives of both the oil and communications plans had been accomplished before the end of March . The Chiefs of Staff concluded earl y
in April that the primary object of bombing should be in direct suppor t
of the armies, but as no requirement arose for set-piece "aerial artillery"
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bombing on a fluid battlefront, this was in fact construed as authority t o
bomb heavily enemy communications having temporary tactical importance. It ruled out strategic area bombing per se while permitting incidental
damage to built-up areas near priority tactical targets ; moreover it coul d
be construed as justification to destroy the last elements of the Germa n
fuel production and storage facilities . Formal directives incorporating th e
new policy appeared only late in April, but the policy itself was virtuall y
in force from the beginning of that month .
With this general realisation that the strategic mission of Bomber Command was almost completed, strong forces operated on only 11 night s
and 10 days in April, with some minor bombing activity also on 23 night s
and 4 days . The total bomb-fall was nearly 35,000 tons, approximatel y
half that of the record achieved the previous month . Distribution of
bomb tonnages between competing target systems naturally showed som e
marked changes, with naval targets (ports, installations and shipping )
attracting 14,000 tons ; tactical army targets 6,500 tons ; railway centre s
6,000 tons, and oil 5,000 tons, while the night striking force of Mosquito s
dropped a further 2,000 tons in widespread forays which included 1 5
nuisance raids on Berlin before Russian forces arrived there late in th e
month . R .A .A .F . heavy-bomber units flew only 569 out of the total o f
some 14,000 sorties during the month but made a contribution to som e
of the most interesting attacks . As could be expected No . 460, with its
three-flight structure, made the greatest R .A .A .F . effort with 139 sorties,5
beginning with a daylight raid against enemy barracks at Nordhausen .
Its next tactical target was struck on 14th-15th April when 15 crews se t
out to attack Potsdam . One crew returned early because of engine failur e
and the Lancaster piloted by Flying Officer Worsley was attacked an d
damaged by an unidentified fighter before he reached the target, bu t
although the flight engineer was killed and one engine totally and tw o
others temporarily failed, Worsley was able to bomb the target with the
other squadron crews and he returned safely . Twenty-three aircraft too k
off on 22nd April to attack strongpoints, barracks and troops at Bremen ,
then Montgomery's immediate prime target, but the mission was abandone d
because cloud obscured the aiming points .
Anzac Day brought No. 460 another tactical target—in fact the squadron's last raid, but one of particular appeal . Throughout the month as
Allied armies swept in from east and west, German propaganda ha d
repeatedly claimed the existence of an impregnable "National Redoubt "
in the Harz Mountains area into which German armies would retrea t
and be able to hold out indefinitely . Although largely false these claim s
led to requests for a very heavy bombing raid on the Fuehrer's notoriou s
"Eagle's Nest" and the S .S . barracks at Berchtesgaden—at once th e
symbol of fanatical Nazism and the probable headquarters of the Redoubt .
Twenty crews of No . 460, who made the long afternoon flight, bombe d
with particular care the tiny speck of the Eagle's Nest lying amidst Czec h
' On 9th-10th April

1945 No. 460 passed a tally of 5,000 operational sorties since its conversion
to Lancaster aircraft.
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forced-labour camps in the snow-capped mountains . Jubilation at a successful raid against an odious target was somewhat marred by the los s
of one R .A .A .F. Lancaster, but it was later learnt that all the cre w
were safe because of an almost superhuman feat of airmanship by th e
pilot, Flying Officer Payne . 6 His aircraft was one of the last to bomb and
was somewhat isolated as he made a scrupulously careful run-up . Three
seconds after releasing its load, the Lancaster received nine direct fla k
hits . Bomb doors and the starboard-inner engine were blown away, bot h
outer engines were aflame, the wings and fuselage pierced and muc h
damage done to the cockpit instruments and controls . While fighting to
maintain control Payne ordered his crew to bale out, but on his wa y
from his tail position, the rear gunner's parachute caught on a piec e
of torn metal and burst from its pack inside the aircraft. Although the
aircraft was already on fire with petrol and oil swilling around th e
fuselage, Payne, as soon as he realised the gunner's plight, elected withou t
hesitation to remain himself in an attempt to save his comrade . Th e
shattered and burning Lancaster plunged madly down into the mountainou s
terrain in which no forced landing would seem practicable, but nevertheless Payne was able to regain sufficient control before he reache d
ground level to skim over telegraph wires and make a crash-landing from
which both he and the gunner escaped alive .
No . 460 made its last contribution to the oil campaign on 4th-5th
April during the second R .A .F . attack on the twin crude oil refining an d
synthetic production plants at Lutzkendorf . A satisfactory raid develope d
in clearing weather after the crews had flown their outward route i n
somewhat indifferent conditions . Even so observation of bombing wa s
hampered by black smoke which rose early during the attack and th e
14 R.A .A .F . crews which bombed at moderate level (11,000 to 14,00 0
feet) saw no spectacular results . On this raid Flying Officer Wilson 7
and his crew of No . 626 claimed damage to an FW-190, and Pilot Office r
Dunn$ of No . 166 had his Lancaster hit by flak ; but although 6 aircraf t
(out of 233) failed to return from this raid, the only R .A .A .F. loss wa s
one aircraft which crashed on return . The remainder of the month ' s
activity concerned the naval targets : on the 4th-5th, 9th-10th and 13th14th No . 460 laid mines in the Baltic ; on the 9th-10th 12 crews too k
part in an attack on shipyards at Kiel ; while on the 18th a maximu m
effort of 25 Lancasters was sent out for a mass daylight attack on th e
naval base and fortress island of Heligoland .
By contrast Nos . 463 and 467 attacked only one tactical military target .
On 4th April, 20 and 18 Lancasters respectively struck at road an d
rail communications around Nordhausen as a follow-up to the attac k
against troop concentrations the previous day . Four raids were mad e
on oil objectives : the Molbis benzol plant and thermal power station o n
8 F-0 H . G . Payne, 436344 ; 460 Sqn . Farmer ; of Nungarin, WA ; b. Nungarin, 18 Jun 1920 .
7 F-0 L . C . Wilson, DFC, 40566 ; 626 Sqn RAF. Dispatch clerk ; of Northcote, Vic ; b . Shepparton,
Vic, 3 Dec 1922.
8 F-0 A . J . Dunn, 429046 ; 166 Sqn RAF . Clerk ; of Balgowlah, NSW ; b. Singleton, NSW,
22 Jan 1922 .
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the 7th-8th, Lutzkendorf on the 8th-9th, and oil storage tanks at Hambur g
in daylight on 9th April, and at Tonsberg Vallo in southern Norway b y
night on 25th-26th April . Until attacked Molbis was the last remaining
oil target of any importance left in Germany which still produced to its ful l
capacity, 10 other benzol plants having been knocked out by No . 3 Grou p
in February and March . This latest attack, in which the R .A .A .F. units
dropped 52 of a total 505 tons, caused very severe damage in all part s
of the power, coal drying and coal-feed systems at Molbis, preventin g
any benzol production for at least a month . The renewed attack o n
Lutzkendorf, which came only four nights after the damaging attack b y
No . 1 Group, showed the determination of Bomber Command to subdu e
completely this major plant capable of feeding enemy units on the Easter n
front . It was the final raid against a major production centre and No . 9
Squadron sent 18 Lancasters (6 captained by Australians) carryin g
12,000-lb Tallboy "earthquake" bombs to assist the main force of 22 1
aircraft (21 from Waddington) . Nearly 950 tons of bombs created ne w
havoc in ovens, cooling towers and the gas purification, catalyst an d
distillation sections . As at all oil targets the Luftwaffe and ground defence s
made desperate attempts to disrupt the attack but with only minor successes to offset the complete devastation of the plant . Two of the fiv e
aircraft which failed to return from this raid belonged to No . 463 ; both
were victims of flak . Flying Officer Baulderstone's9 Lancaster was heavily
hit during its run-in, but although the bomber rolled over to port, th e
pilot was able to level out and bomb . He then struggled to within 3 0
miles of Allied lines before ordering his crew to leave the aircraft whic h
had begun to disintegrate ; he himself perished in this attempt to reac h
friendly territory . The other crew was more fortunate ; all baled out an d
contacted Allied ground units .
The Hamburg raid led by Wing Commander Kemp was a small but
successful effort by 40 Lancasters (20 from Waddington) in conjunctio n
with a Tallboy attack by No . 617 on adjacent U-boat pens . Jet-propelle d
Me-262 fighters attacked this force and both Flight Lieutenant McGregor '
of No. 463 and Flying Officer Blair of No . 467 were engaged by jet s
which crashed through the heavy escort of Mustangs and Spitfires . For
their last bombing operation Nos . 463 and 467 each sent 14 Lancaster s
in a force of 107 which set on fire a small oil storage depot at Tonsber g
Vallo on 25th-26th April to ensure that enemy forces in Norway woul d
be immobilised during imminent Allied moves to liberate that country .
One aircraft of No . 463 failed to return from this raid but made a
forced landing in Sweden where the crew was temporarily interned .
The Waddington squadrons were less successful on naval operations .
Each sent 10 aircraft on 6th April to attack shipping in Ijmuiden Harbou r
but the mission was abandoned because of cloud over the target and th e
presence of Allied troops close to the town . Similarly, on 23rd April,
9 F-0 T . H . Baulderstone, 429910 ; 463 Sqn . Insurance clerk ; of Linden Park, SA ; b . Unley, SA,
11 Jun 1923 . Killed in action 9 Apr 1945 .
I Sqn Ldr G . O . McGregor, AFC, DFM, 142212 RAF . 106 Sqn RAF, 463 Sqn . Insurance official ;
of Ilford, England ; b . Seven Kings, England, 26 Apr 1922 .
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10 crews of No . 463 and 10 of No . 467 sent to attack U-boats an d
depot ships at Flensburg encountered heavy cloud over the target an d
all returned without bombing . Two attacks were made by Nos . 463 an d
467 Squadrons against railway marshalling yards in Czechoslovakia i n
mid-April, aimed at preventing any large-scale moves towards the Redoubt .
On the 16th-17th the target was Pilsen, a junction controlling severa l
main lines, and although this entailed a round trip of 1,300 miles, a n
almost classical attack resulted, the factors of weather, timing and targe t
marking all turning in favour of the attackers . The northern end of th e
marshalling yards was extensively damaged, through lines leading eastwar d
and northward were cut, waggon repair shops partially destroyed an d
large fires raged in the trans-shipment and warehouse sectors . No . 46 3
lost one aircraft which was damaged by a fighter before reaching Pilsen ,
but the pilot, Flying Officer Hagley, 2 jettisoned his bombs and flew bac k
to Juvincourt where all the crew baled out successfully . The subsequen t
raid against Komotau (a relatively small marshalling yard on the lin e
from Pilsen to Dresden) on 18th-19th April was anti-climactic . Crew s
attacked from between layers of cloud lying at 6,000 and 12,000 fee t
and, although many returned with enthusiastic reports of fires an d
explosions, others were cautious in their assessment . In fact there wa s
extensive damage to the marshalling yards but many sticks of bombs ha d
landed very wide of the target area .
Wing Commander A . Wharton handed over command of No . 46 6
to Wing Commander Hollings3 on 3rd April, but this unit with it s
obsolescent Halifax Mark III aircraft was called on for only five operations during the month . Only one was at long range : on 11th April th e
squadron sent out 17 in a force of 129 Halifaxes against marshallin g
yards at Nuremberg, an intersection of both north-south and east-wes t
traffic routes . Five aircraft were damaged by flak but all returned withou t
difficulty from this raid, which left huge interlaced craters in the south east of the sorting sidings and general damage throughout the marshalling
yards . Fourteen R .A .A .F . Halifaxes bombed the Rhenania oil refiner y
at Harburg on the 4th-5th (while No . 460 was over Lutzkendorf) i n
an attack which caused two very heavy explosions and gutted half th e
tar and oil storage tanks and much of the distillation unit . Enemy fighter s
were sighted over the Dutch coast but were not very aggressive althoug h
Flying Officer Watson 4 of No . 466 claimed damage to an Me-410 in a
short inconclusive battle, and Flying Officer Heinrich of No . 102 reported
that his gunners shot down in flames an unidentified type of fighter . Th e
squadron was not so fortunate four nights later when 12 crews took off
to attack the Blohm and Voss submarine yards at Hamburg : one Halifax
failed to return and another crashed near the airfield . After joining in
x F-Lt J . A. Hagley, 401947 ; 463 Sqn . Customs clerk; of South Melbourne ; b . London, England ,
28 Mar 1913 .
3 W Cdr A. Hollings, DFC, 416575 . 207 Sqn RAF, 466 Sqn ; comd 466 Sqn 1945 . Salesman ;
of Woodville, SA ; b . Leeds, England, 25 Oct 1919 .
s F-O D. J . Watson, 417914. 466 Sqn, 35 and 578 Sqns RAF. Clerk ; of Plympton, SA ; b .
Newcastle, NSW, 22 Oct 1923 . Killed in action 9 Apr 1945 .
6 F-O B . W . Heinrich, 416496 ; 102 Sqn RAF . Farmhand ; of Bute, SA ; b . Bute, 19 Jan 1920 .
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the mass raid against Heligoland on 18th April No . 466 ended its operational career with another daylight raid against a "naval" target on th e
25th—this time against coastal gun batteries at Wangerooge .
No . 462 was the only R .A .A .F . squadron to improve its operationa l
tally in April 1945 compared with the previous month . On 14 night s
varying numbers of Halifaxes set out on "spoof" Window and bombin g
raids while a few Window aircraft actually flew with main forces at Kie l
(9th-10th and 13th-14th), Leipzig (10th-11th), Potsdam (14th-15th )
and Pilsen (16th-17th), to confuse enemy radar operators as to th e
size of the bomber streams . Late in the month the first of the speciall y
modified Halifaxes designed as flying radio counter-measure units becam e
available and special jamming patrols were flown with main forces attacking Heligoland (18th) and Wangerooge (25th) in daylight and Lubeck
on the night of 23rd-24th April . This squadron was also the only R .A .A .F .
unit of Bomber Command to operate during May, when on the 2nd-3r d
six aircraft made a simulated full-scale bombing raid in the Flensbur g
area while four others completed a radar-jamming mission near Kiel .
During the 139 sorties of this period two Halifaxes were lost . A third
was badly hit during the Potsdam raid but its pilot, Flying Office r
Anderson, 6 although himself injured, was able to make a safe forced
landing at Liege in Belgium .
For the last 10 days of the war the Lancasters were employed on th e
peaceful tasks of ferrying back to England prisoners of war alread y
liberated, and of dropping food and medical supplies to civil communitie s
in Holland . No . 460 brought back 181 former prisoners of war from
Melsbrock on 28th April and then on seven consecutive days from 30t h
April made 139 sorties to drop food packages at The Hague, Rotterdam
and Leiden (north-east of The Hague), which were still cut off from
Allied ground forces . Another 599 prisoners were safely ferried home b y
No . 460 on 10th and 11th May and meanwhile both Nos . 463 and 46 7
repatriated over 1,000 prisoners, each Lancaster carrying 24 men instea d
of its normal bomb-load . For the aircrew involved there was, in additio n
to the natural joy that the war was ending, a special emotional an d
psychological appeal in these duties . The "biscuit bombardiers" saw Dutc h
streets lined with people waving flags and on 5th May the words " Thank
you boys " were seen in huge panel lettering in the next field to th e
dropping zone at Leiden . Similarly crews retained many poignant memorie s
of their ferrying of prisoners, especially when as many as possible o f
their passengers would crowd into the cockpit to see the white cliffs of
Dover as a symbol of their homecoming .
The unconditional surrender of Germany on 7th May 1945 brough t
immediate problems as to future employment of the very dispersed air
and ground crew at the disposal of Air Vice-Marshal Wrigley, Air Office r
Commanding R.A .A .F . Headquarters in London . At this time there were
9

F-O H . R. Anderson, DFC, 428018 ; 462 Sqn . Clerk ; of Deloraine, Tas; b. Ulverstone, Tas,
11 Jun 1924.
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some 13,500 men in the United Kingdom, western Europe, Gibraltar ,
Iceland and the Azores ; another 2,500 in the Middle East and M .A .A .F. ,
and 1,000 in India and Burma . The last group was already substantially
deployed on units which were engaged in the Japanese campaign, bu t
there was no R .A .A .F . squadron in this area into which they could b e
concentrated . In the Mediterranean area the R .A .A .F . Article XV 7 unit s
were not likely to be chosen for transfer to South-East Asia Command ,
while the many dispersed aircrew could only be regarded as a pool fro m
which the R .A .A .F . in Australia, which was facing an acute manpowe r
shortage, could draw men needed for its planned expansion to a strengt h
of 53 squadrons . In the United Kingdom plans had existed for som e
time to include R.A .A .F . Lancaster squadrons in the R .A .F . "Tige r
Force " which was to move to the Pacific for strategic bombing operation s
against the Japanese home islands ; the R .A .F. was keen to retain the
specialist No . 462 Squadron, at least temporarily, to test radio countermeasure equipment and techniques, while No . 466 was transferred on
7th May to Transport Command . Any continuing role for the other
Article XV units was in doubt, although No . 464 (light-bomber) an d
Nos . 451 and 453 (fighter-bomber) Squadrons were under consideratio n
for employment in the air echelon of the army of occupation which woul d
administer the British zone of Germany .
While R .A .A .F. units proper presented no real administrative difficulty ,
as they could continue to train in their new or old roles until a final decisio n
as to their future was known, the major problem was that of the disperse d
aircrew . The 13 R.A .A .F . units based in the United Kingdom on 1st Ma y
1945 held only 2,646 Australian air and ground crew members compare d
with 2,563 spread among some 220 operational R.A .F . squadrons in th e
same area . Another 1,960 Australians were instructors or pupils at
O .T .U's or H .C .U's ; 154 were sprinkled among 67 R .A .F . stations ; 60 5
were at No . 11 P .D .R .C . Brighton ; 662 were at Training Command
A .F.U ' s ; and 2,015 at other training units or in staff appointments with
miscellaneous R .A .F . units . It had already been agreed in principle durin g
March that R .A .A .F . aircrew would be withdrawn from R.A .F . squadron s
at the end of Phase I, and on 3rd May the Aircrew Allocation Committe e
pressed that stocks of R .A .A .F . aircrew surplus to replacement needs for
R .A.A .F . squadrons which would be used against Japan, should als o
be withdrawn from A.F .U's, H .C .U ' s or O .T.U's and returned to No . 1 1
P .D .R.C .
The problem of quickly unscrambling such a large proportion of the
R .A .A .F . force from so many different R .A .F . units and locations wa s
made more difficult by acute shortage of accommodation at the personne l
reception centre at Brighton, which at this very moment was also trying
to meet the needs of over 900 released prisoners, and by lack of priorit y
for shipping berths . While campaigns in Burma and the Pacific to achiev e
a speedy defeat of Japan were in the balance, there was little hope tha t
7 Nos . 3 and 10 RAAF Squadrons were units of the permanent RAAF and their furthe r
deployment or role was primarily a matter for the Australian Air Board .
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Australia could demand that repatriates should have preference ove r
essential war cargoes and men being sent to front-line units . Man y
R .A .F . units were also reluctant to release their R .A .A .F. specialist s
until suitable replacements could be posted in their place : other Australians, both aircrew and ground staff, were undergoing training course s
which could hardly be interrupted quickly . Nevertheless the task wa s
energetically met, and in a flurry of postings in May and June, approximately 800 additional Australians had been posted to the nine R .A .A .F .
squadrons then officially in existence . 8 The complement at No . 11 P .D .R .C .
had risen in two months from 605 to 2,024 ; many had been attache d
to Overseas Headquarters temporarily to assist with the vast administrativ e
burden of dealing with the intricate disengagement program itself. Durin g
these two months also the concept of aircrew holding units within R .A .F .
Commands had come to fruition, and on 1st July 401 surplus R .A .A .F .
aircrew had been posted to No . 9 A .C .H .U . at Gamston (Nottingham shire), 59 to No . 14 A.C .H .U . also at Gamston and 82 to No . 1 5
A .C .H .U . at Beccies in Suffolk . Coastal Command had not at this tim e
begun to shed its Australian personnel as a state of readiness agains t
evading or possibly piratical U-boats was maintained throughout May an d
at the beginning of June, but plans were well advanced to concentrat e
surplus R .A .A .F. aircrew of this command in No . 14 A .C .H .U . which
was to transfer to Millom in Cumberland . June also saw the repatriation
to Australia (Draft Nos . 92-95) of 605 officers, 400 warrant officer s
and 282 rankers from the United Kingdom .9 At this stage there were
still a few Australians serving with 160 operational R .A .F . squadron s
but in small numbers except at No . 550 Squadron, which still held 7 8
aircrew ; O .T .U . and H .C .U . holdings had been almost halved to 1,01 7
with the only large active trainee group (424) at No . 21 O .T .U . (Moretonin-the-Marsh) which would feed R .A .A .F . units in Phase II, and anothe r
large group of 128 as yet not posted from the disbanded No . 27 O .T .U .
at Lichfield . R .A .F . stations, A.F .U's, schools and miscellaneous unit s
were all being progressively denuded of R .A.A .F . men, although ther e
were still 197 at No . 4 School of Technical Training at St Athan, 64 a t
No . 4 Radio School at St Eval, another 188 attached to No . 53 Base
at Waddington, and 178 at No . 71 Base at Lindholme .
Repatriation to Australia during July 1945 amounted only to 421 me n
from the United Kingdom and a meagre 18 from the Middle East bu t
this month saw events which were to affect radically the extent and rat e
of the return to Australia . On 16th July the first experimental atomi c
bomb was successfully exploded at the proving grounds in New Mexico .
From 17th July to 2nd August the major Allies conferred at Potsda m
on ways of achieving a rapid defeat of Japan and this was followe d
dramatically by the first operational drop of an atomic bomb at Hiroshim a
s No . 455 disbanded on 25 May; No . 456 on 15 June ; No . 459 on 10 April ; and Nos . 10 and 46 1
on 20 June . On 1 July 1945, except in the case of No . 459, some Australians remained a t
the respective parent stations awaiting disposal .
A total of 170 RAAF personnel were also repatriated from the Middle East but largely i n
accordance with existing plans for tour-expired men .
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on 6th August and a declaration of war by Russia against Japan two
days later. General Slim's Fourteenth Army in Burma was also achievin g
successes far beyond expectations and no longer required logistic suppor t
on the scale envisaged . Time was running out and the tide of nationa l
politics was running strongly against any likelihood that Tiger Forc e
R.A .F . would in fact be welcome or useful in the Pacific . Against thi s
dynamic background of international events, the R .A .F. itself was forced
to revise drastically its forward planning, and, as a corollary, the R .A .A .F .
Overseas Headquarters became faced with the larger problem of almos t
complete repatriation of all its forces used in the war against Germany .
At the same time there were obvious signs that the means of achievin g
repatriation would be far greater than before . By 1st September, although
the Australian complement of the nine remaining R .A .A .F . squadron s
held steady at 2,453, there were then only 128 R .A .A .F . aircrew disperse d
on 42 R .A .F. squadrons ; only 315 aircrew remained in O .T .U's an d
H .C .U's of which 223 were at Moreton-in-the-Marsh ; a mere 139 me n
were still scattered among 50 R .A .F. stations and A .F .U's ; 161 were stil l
at specialist schools ; and 206 at miscellaneous units . The majority of
Australians were already at holding units-1,841 at No . 9 A .C .H .U .
Gamston, 1,031 at No . 14 A .C .H .U. Millom, 704 at No . 15 A .C .H .U .
Beccles, 308 at No. 16 A .C .H .U . Cranfield, with another 320 at No . 1
P .D .R .C . West Kirby . Even though the cease-fire in the Pacific wa r
came only on 15th August the general shipping position eased that mont h
and 932 R .A .A .F . men left the United Kingdom for home . Thereafter
scarcity of berths was never a problem and during September embarkations totalled 2,041 in the United Kingdom, 372 in the Middle East an d
595 in India . Large October drafts in the Stirling Castle (1,225 from th e
United Kingdom, 586 from the Middle East) and Aquitania (2,153 all
from the United Kingdom) made a significant reduction in numbers a t
all aircrew holding units .
Meanwhile the rush of events in the Pacific had already decided th e
future of the remaining R .A .A .F. squadrons . Tiger Force, which wa s
never operational, officially disbanded on 31st October but it had alread y
shed its Dominion units . There were corresponding changes in requirements for specialist and transport squadrons to back this stillborn bombin g
force, and here again Article XV units were the first to be released .
No. 460 which had continued operational training, including "Pos t
Mortem" exercises from Binbrook, throughout May and June 1945, wa s
informed on 20th July that it would be reduced in size to a two-fligh t
squadron and transfer to East Kirkby in No . 5 Group as an element of
Tiger Force . However, all training for Tiger Force was discontinued o n
17th August and except for local flying No . 460 made only sightseein g
trips to Berlin, and ferry flights to Bari to bring back men on leave t o
the United Kingdom, before it was withdrawn from the line on 22n d
September . The official date of disbandment was notified as 10th Octobe r
but the unit held its farewell parade on 4th October . This was attende d
and addressed by Air Vice-Marshal Wrigley . Two days earlier a formal
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last flight to commemorate the effort and sacrifice of No . 460 was made
when Wing Commander Swan flew to Amiens to obtain photographs o f
the Australian War Memorial honouring the First A .I .F . By 25th October
all squadron members had been posted to Gamston for repatriation .
No . 462 spent May, June, July and August on ferrying duties, training
flights over the Ruhr (with ground crews as passengers) and as a Window
force in "Post Mortem" exercises . All training ceased on 7th September
and men began moving immediately to Gamston, although No . 462 di d
not officially disband until 24th September . No. 463 had been told i n
May that it was not required for Tiger Force but it continued trainin g
both at Waddington and at Skellingthorpe (its new base as from 3r d
July) until 14th September, but then all flying was cancelled and th e
unit ceased to exist 11 days later . No . 466, which with the rest of No . 4
Group joined Transport Command on 7th May, spent the rest of tha t
month and early June disposing of surplus bombs by jettisoning them i n
the sea and also began specialised training for long-distance transpor t
duties . On 20th June the unit was renamed No . 10 Squadron R .A .A .F . ,
taking the number plate of the permanent squadron which ceased operations with Coastal Command on that day . Plans to re-equip the squadro n
first with Lancasters and then with York aircraft did not materialise but
instead, after moving to Bassingboum on 6th September, lectures an d
conversion flying on Liberators began and continued until 15th October ,
when the squadron was declared redundant as from 26th October . No .
467 which began training for Far East operations at Metheringham o n
15th June had already disbanded on 30th September, so that withi n
a few months of VE-Day nothing remained of the bombing units whic h
had played the predominant part in the R.A .A .F . effort against Germany .
From May until September 1945 No . 464 remained at Melsbrock, bu t
apart from providing escorts for aircraft carrying diplomats to and fro m
the Potsdam conference it was engaged mainly in ceremonial formatio n
flights over major cities and ferrying duties on the Continent . In the
general rolling up of tactical units after the defeat of Japan it receive d
orders that it was to be transferred on 25th September from No . 2 Grou p
Second . T .A .F . to Bomber Command, with a view to immediate disbandment. In a final formation fly-past over The Hague on 14th September ,
to commemorate the Battle of Britain, No . 464 was joined by Spitfire s
of No . 453, newly arrived at Fassberg in Germany . On 16th Septembe r
No . 453 moved to Gatow airport in Berlin for police duties ; it achieve d
the honour of being the first British squadron stationed in the Germa n
capital, but operations and training were hampered by lack of permissio n
to fly outside the very restricted British sector there . After one month' s
detachment No . 453 moved to Wunstorf, near Hanover, where No . 45 1
was also then stationed . Between 27th November and 28th Decembe r
No. 451 was also rostered for duty in Berlin but on returning to Wunstor f
found that the future of both the R .A .A .F . fighter squadrons was again
in doubt . The Australians, especially the ground crews, no longer had th e
impetus of war to sustain enthusiasm for foreign service in a bleak and
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ruined country . Homesickness was prevalent and there was a very meagre
response when volunteers were called for in November 1945 for a furthe r
year' s service in the British Army of Occupation . Even though the requirement for each squadron and its attendant servicing echelon was relatively
small—20 officers and approximately 100 ground staff—sufficient volunteers could not be foreseen from Australians still in the United Kingdom ,
nor was it considered warranted to secure replacements from Australia . '
Accordingly it was decided that both units would disband on 21st Januar y
1946 . The last days of these two Article XV squadrons were unfortunatel y
marked by the death of Squadron Leader Davidson on 6th January whil e
he was flying to England to sit at a court martial . He had been firstly
a flight commander with No . 451 and then commanding officer of No . 453 .
The general pattern of repatriation of R .A .A .F . members to Australia
was that recovered prisoners of war, if medically fit, should receive firs t
preference . Then the individual Australians, disgorged by R .A .F . operational and training units as surplus to requirements and who were n o
longer productive in the terms of the E .A .T.S . Agreement, should retur n
to Australia for possible further employment against Japan . As Article X V
units disbanded, their members were also added to the general strea m
of repatriation . This pattern was overlaid by many conflicting considerations both of an operational and a personal nature . It was still important
to give priority passages to specialists and experienced aircrew (not tour expired) in categories that were in short supply in home-based R .A .A .F .
units . It was also prudent to give, within reason, humane consideration t o
marital, medical, professional or other personal reasons why individual s
might wish either to accelerate or defer their return to Australia . And
thus it was that the disengagement and repatriation of the oversea s
R .A .A .F . force put a tremendous pressure on Overseas Headquarters i n
London . Many aircrew both on Article XV and R .A .F . units had, during
the war, an incomplete comprehension even of the function of their ow n
headquarters . They lived far too close to the daily demands of a squadro n
and the operations of their particular command to appreciate the patient ,
assiduous work of the administrative sections which supervised every face t
of their service overseas . The test for Overseas Headquarters was ho w
well it had planned and prepared for the time when these individuals ,
freed from war operations, came to realise that they were in fact member s
of the R .A.A .F . and not of a Commonwealth Air Force, that the wa r
was ended, and that each had to decide his own future . Staffs of
the Records, Casualty, Medical, Equipment, Education, Rehabilitation,
Finance and Welfare Sections at Overseas Headquarters and at No . 1 1
P .D .R.C . Brighton, were inundated by an unprecedented number o f
inquiries concerning individual personal problems . The obvious solution
was to select from among the now virtually unemployed aircrew men wit h
civilian training of value to these overworked sections . This system of
temporary attachment worked well .
l Although this
of Japan .

was done in respect of No . 77 Squadron which was to take part in the occupatio n
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The Casualty Section at O .H .Q . had since late 1941 adapted routine
Air Ministry procedures to conform more precisely with R .A .A .F . requirements and for the remainder of the war had been engaged in the importan t
work of prompt and accurate notification of casualties, investigation an d
presumption of deaths, holding committees of adjustment, disposal of kit ,
finalisation of deceased members' estates and recording of burials .
Wherever practical it was arranged that R .A .A .F . chaplains would conduc t
burials in regional cemeteries, where temporary crosses were erected an d
photographs taken of individual graves . During 1944 no fewer than 2,07 7
finalisation statements were forwarded to Australia .
There was also a regular flow of correspondence between O .H .Q . an d
individual prisoners of war . When any missing airman was identified a s
a prisoner of war (either through Air Ministry channels or later by a
special direct service established with the International Red Cross a t
Geneva) an initial letter was sent, assuring him that his relatives an d
next of kin had been notified, giving him general information concernin g
services or facilities he might wish to invoke, and encouraging him t o
state any personal needs . Thereafter, as far as practicable in the circumstances, the Casualty Section tried to act as his agent throughout hi s
captivity . From time to time matters of general interest were also sen t
to camp leaders in all known locations, who in turn passed on the information to the Australian prisoners . Each man 's clothing and personal possessions were recovered from his unit and carefully stored to await his return .
Plans for the eventual recovery and rehabilitation of over 900 prisoner s
or internees were partly shaped by experience with 28 R .A .A .F . me n
repatriated before the spring of 1945 under the medical provisions of th e
Geneva Convention . A reception committee met each ship on arrival a t
a British port, and special clothing, comforts and a pay-book carefull y
brought up to date were made available immediately to each man . There after, whether in hospital or after transferring to Brighton, wide opportunities were given to readjust to normal conditions before repatriation .
Lectures, debates, visual education, special food rations and the sympatheti c
personal cooperation of welfare, education and rehabilitation officers, di d
much to restore the health, dignity and individuality of each man .
Arrangements were made with SHAEF that a R .A .A .F. representative
should be appointed to the committee supervising the scheme for th e
general evacuation of prisoners, and in the spring of 1945 a R .A .A .F .
search team went to Europe and one officer to Odessa 2 to make initia l
contact with Australians as they were released . By September 194 4
arrangements were complete for a special P .O .W . Section at No. 1 1
P .D.R .C . Brighton to be staffed as far as possible with men who ha d
flown on operations themselves . 3 This plan envisaged a progressive flo w
of men returning as Allied troops advancing into Germany overran th e
a It was expected that many prisoners would be evacuated via the Eastern front .
3

The staff of the RAAF Special Administrative Section comprised a commanding officer ,
administration, personnel, welfare, education (2), rehabilitation (2), equipment, medical an d
dental officers with supporting accounts, postal, records and photographic sections, housed i n
the Metropole Hotel Brighton . The AIF organised a similar special reception depot at Eastbourn e
for army prisoners .
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various camps, but this did not happen because of the German determination at all costs to keep control of prisoners to the very end . The Special
Administrative Section at Brighton did not therefore begin its forma l
work until 11th April 1945 when the first liberated prisoners arrived .
Thereafter the intake rate was approximately 10 per day until VE-Da y
when it increased to an average of 35 per day, until a total of 980 wer e
attached to this unit. Reception formalities of medical examinations ,
re-kitting and personal interviews normally took two days, and, in accordance with advice already given to the men by the field representative s
with SHAEF, they were then offered 28 days ' leave . With few exceptions
this was (after using free cable facilities to advise their next of kin i n
Australia) the prisoners' main wish, and, armed with double ration cards ,
special N .A .A .F .I . 4 entitlement forms and issues from the R .A .A .F .
canteen of delicacies in short supply in civilian shops, the men departe d
to stay with personal friends or holiday hosts chosen from the Lady
Ryder or Nuffield hospitality lists.
This leave was an anodyne to permit ex-prisoners to make their ow n
initial mental and physical readjustments . They then returned to Brighto n
where pay, promotion and other personal details, lying for so long i n
abeyance, were carefully discussed with each man. Great stress was
placed on the importance of treating as individuals these men who ha d
been herded into groups and who still retained group consciousness as a
defence mechanism .' Although indecision, numbed surprise and some times truculence or unbalanced boisterousness were the inevitable reactio n
of some of the men returning from the unspoken horrors which ha d
hedged them both in camps and on forced marches, patient efforts wer e
made at this stage to interest men in a more purposeful future, either
in the R .A .A .F . or in civilian life . This was not always successful despit e
the tact, understanding and enthusiasm with which the staff worked a t
both formal and informal interviews . The senior rehabilitation officer ,
Squadron Leader R . S . Jones, himself formerly a prisoner in Italy, a n
internee in Switzerland and a Maquis fighter, found that although a
comprehensive, scheme of non-Service employment had been evolve d
especially for former prisoners awaiting embarkation, only 41 wished t o
use it . Those who were interested, however, tended to be as enthusiasti c
as the majority were apathetic and 24 applied for leave without pa y
to undertake jobs or courses of practical instruction beyond their norma l
embarkation date . Education officers also reported that even men wh o
had arranged for study courses during their confinement did not alway s
choose to continue them while at Brighton . 6 This comparatively small
*Navy, Army and Air Force Institutes . This organisation, established after the war of 1914-18 ,
had developed into a big business, with branches wherever there were substantial British forces ,
and producing a surplus of more than £1,000,000 a year .
6 Somers House, the Australian Red Cross Club at Brighton, which did invaluable work was bette r
known as "Kriegie's Corner" .
6 A total of 175 members of the RAAF began educational courses while prisoners of war i n
Germany, mainly under the War Office scheme . Many studied one subject, especially th e
German language, but matriculation and other formal examination credits were sought . Thes e
courses and examinations if applicable were organised by the British Red Cross POW Section ,
Balliol College, Oxford .
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interest in non-Service employment was attributed to the desire of me n
imprisoned for varying periods up to four years for complete freedom ,
large pay-book credits which allowed them to gratify this desire, an d
knowledge that former prisoners had the first claim on shipping berth s
to Australia . More interest was shown in Australian plans for post-wa r
reconstruction, and in particular the benefits and opportunities under th e
Commonwealth Reconstruction Training Scheme . To most men, Brighto n
was merely an interlude, albeit pleasant, before they could return to thei r
families in Australia ; after that they were willing to face the proble m
of readjustment to civilian life . In the event the rehabilitation proces s
at Brighton was generally successful in that after individual persona l
problems had been successfully dealt with, men were repatriated to Australia without any undue delay which might have led to boredom throug h
inactivity . The Special Administration Section closed down on 4th Augus t
1945 leaving only a few medical cases and men who were remainin g
voluntarily in the United Kingdom to be supervised by Overseas Head quarters .
The other main work of the Casualty Section was in regard to me n
still posted as "missing" at the end of the war . In 1944 a comprehensive
scheme for post-war search for R.A .A .F . personnel was submitted to th e
Air Ministry and subsequently these proposals were passed to the Wa r
Office by the Air Ministry as the basis of the latter 's plan for the
combined Service arrangements . Nearly 3,000 Australians were still
"missing" because of lack of actual proof of death, and although man y
were presumed to have been lost at sea, it was considered imperativ e
to solve as many cases as possible .' Volunteers were called for, an d
from no fewer than 300 aircrew who responded, 23 were chosen to spend
two years in mobile search teams on the Continent as members of th e
Missing Research and Enquiry Service . The work was difficult because ,
although in some cases the International Red Cross or German source s
had given lists of identified or unidentified bodies found in crashed aircraf t
or washed ashore, these were far from complete and contained man y
discrepancies . News had also trickled in from agents, escaped Europea n
civilians, enemy prisoners of war and the various national resistanc e
organisations . Repatriated prisoners also helped to clarify some cases, bu t
the main task involved a meticulous re-inspection of all known graves an d
interrogation of countless local military and civic authorities in Europe .
Local inhabitants in previously enemy-occupied territory and progressively even those in Germany cooperated well with investigating officers .
Even in remote hamlets in France, Belgium and Holland lonely bu t
beautifully tended graves, some with monuments, were found bearing the
name and number of an airman, the date of his death and a suitabl e
inscription ; others simply bore the melancholy but sincere "Aviateu r
Brittanique inconnu . Mort pour la patrie ." Search in heavily-bombe d
Germany was more difficult, but, except for zones of occupation where
only limited facilities were permitted, was generally successful . To this
7 Air Ministry records contained files of 30,000 missing aircrew including the 3,000 RAAF.
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patient work of the Missing Research and Enquiry Service many Australian families, who had heard no definite news since the first fatefu l
telegram that a husband, son or brother was "missing from an operationa l
flight", owe the comfort derived from knowledge that he is buried wit h
honour and that his grave is tended lovingly with care and reverence .
Whether availed of or not, the special educational and rehabilitatio n
provisions given so much prominence in the plans for ex-prisoners o f
war evolved from a growing interest from late 1943 by substantial number s
of tour-expired aircrew (awaiting further training or operational employment) concerning educational courses which would be of cultural o r
occupational value . Hitherto there was no specific provision at Oversea s
Headquarters to meet such a need ; both on R .A .F. and R .A .A .F . station s
it was only from 3rd August 1943 that all the educational facilities
and aids provided by or under the auspices of Air Ministry (includin g
financial aid and War Office vocational correspondence courses) wer e
made to R .A .A .F. personnel, other than prisoners of war . Educational
courses provided from Australia had not proved satisfactory, chiefl y
because of mail delays and the rapidity with which R .A .A .F. trainees and
operational aircrew .changed their location . In March 1944 Squadron
Leader Stanes8 arrived to fill a newly-established post at Overseas Head quarters to organise and administer all educational facilities for R .A .A.F .
men. The main problem was to find institutions which could provid e
correspondence courses and examination facilities that would cover a
variety of subjects reflecting the range of occupations from which th e
E.A .T .S . men had been recruited and that would later be accepted a s
valid by Australian education authorities . The London University earl y
agreed to accept R .A .A .F . students for examination in single subjects a t
matriculation or higher standards . Accountancy institutes, institutes o f
engineering and the Royal Institute of British Architects had reciproca l
arrangements with their affiliates in Australia, although there were frequen t
complications as to the eligibility of individuals to undertake a particula r
course of study . The majority of correspondence tuition was arrange d
either through the War Office scheme or through the British Institute o f
Engineering Technology .9 The latter organisation was represented in Australia and, as studentships were transferable, there was an increasin g
tendency for both ground and aircrews to use its courses, especially as a
considerable reduction in fees was negotiated and the Australian Ministr y
of Post-War Reconstruction agreed to refund 75 per cent of the reduce d
fee to successful students . Another education officer arrived in June 194 4
for duty at Brighton and a further two in October for duty with th e
prisoner-of-war section . Apart from formal courses, the Universities o f
8W

Cdr J. G. Stones, 253765 . SEO 3 ITS 1941, 2 ITS 1942-43, Overseas HQ London 1944-45 ;
CRTS Rep London 1945 . Schoolteacher ; of Ararat, Vic ; b. Melbourne, 15 Dec 1910 .
9 The numbers of RAAF personnel availing themselves of these courses were :
840
War Office vocational
82 0
postal study .
73 0
British Institute of Engineering Technology
25
Other correspondence courses
RAAF Education Service .
.
30
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Oxford and Cambridge instituted short general cultural courses for Allie d
servicemen on leave from their units ; the British Council through its
Dominions Services Educational Advisory Committee encouraged othe r
universities to arrange similar short courses, and a total of 700 R .A .A .F .
men had the opportunity of participating in a corporate life in th e
traditional surroundings of these famous institutions . The British Council
also assisted in providing lectures for discussion groups at units ; i n
organising tours to industrial areas and establishments, and to places o f
historical interest ; its professional contacts division proved of great benefit
to men wishing to pursue particular interests, while supplies of books ,
photographs and films were available covering a very wide range of subjects .
Arising from this upsurge of interest in education, on 14th Octobe r
1944 authority was received from R .A .A .F . Headquarters in Australia
to implement a policy of non-Service training for ex-prisoners, evaders ,
tour-expired and other R .A .A .F . men in the United Kingdom not require d
for full-time Service duties . This non-Service training was defined as
"recognised courses of training either in training institutions or on th e
job" pending normal repatriation to Australia . The Ministry of Post-War
Reconstruction gave limited approval to incur expenses for fees and tuitio n
in addition to normal Service pay . Shortly afterwards a specialist rehabilitation officer arrived from Australia' to organise and administer non-Servic e
employment policy, and negotiations were begun with the United Kingdo m
Ministry of Labour and National Service and also with the Air Ministr y
seeking concurrence that at the end of the war the principle of non-Service
employment could be extended to all R .A .A .F . members awaiting repatriation . The Ministry of Labour feared that there would be objections fro m
trade unions, that it was undesirable for men in uniform to work i n
factories or offices and that similar requests, if received from th e
numerically much larger Canadian and United States air force and arm y
contingents, would impose too much strain on industry . The Air Ministr y
at first raised objections that there might be conflict with some provision s
of the E .A .T .S ., and that the scheme granted advantages to R .A .A .F .
over R .A .F . men . Nevertheless on 11th April 1945 the Ministry informe d
all its regional offices and employment exchanges that all men bearing a
certificate issued by the R .A .A .F. should be assisted to find temporary
employment "where they will obtain additional experience or technica l
skill compatible with the normal occupation they will take up on returnin g
to their own country " . Air Ministry approval did not come until 23r d
May, but this fortunately was in time to deal not only with release d
prisoners of war (the primary object of the original policy) but also with
the much larger numbers of aircrew to be unscrambled from R .A .F.
units . It was too late, however, to apply to nearly 3,000 Australian s
repatriated through No . 11 P .D .R.C . during the six months from November
1944 to May 1945, but as, during this period, drafts were evenly space d
1 On 1st November 1944. He was Sqn Ldr T. O . Mullette . An establishment for a rehabilitatio n

officer was created at RAAF OHQ late in 1943 but as Air Board Order A7/44 limited th e
function of rehabilitation sections to assistance of personnel about to be discharged, this vacanc y
remained unfilled and rehabilitation aspects fell within the province of the education officer .
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and passages assured, few individuals were at Brighton long enough t o
gain any real benefit from the scheme had it already been authorised .
In the event about 4,000 men engaged in civilian employment fo r
varying periods until required for repatriation . Most of these were from
holding units or No . 11 P .D.R .C ., but some were also granted leav e
from R .A .F. units on request from and under the direction of th e
Rehabilitation Section at Overseas Headquarters . All men were grante d
leave with full pay plus the normal salary or wage then current . Th e
usual procedure at holding units was for a man to state whether h e
desired repatriation as soon as possible, whether he was indifferent o r
whether he wished to remain in the United Kingdom as long as possible .
Those who wished to engage in outside employment were further sub divided into men who already had a job arranged and those who neede d
help from an employment exchange . The first group which included man y
in professional and sub-professional categories, had either made contac t
with suitable firms on their own initiative, or had been referred by thei r
previous employers in Australia to colleagues in the United Kingdom .
Men in this class were sent on indefinite leave subject only to recal l
before embarkation and to the obligation to return to the holding uni t
should employment unexpectedly end . The second group was sent o n
initial leave to permit men to find suitable employment in a place of their
choice . When the member told his unit where he was employed and wher e
he was living period extensions of leave were granted .
It was natural that there would be some abuse of this noteworth y
experiment in rehabilitation, because in dealing quickly with large numbers, it was not always easy to interpret or police the original instructio n
that non-Service employment should be confined to "recognised course s
of training either in training institutions or on the job" . A few of th e
younger men, who had enlisted straight from school or had no previou s
settled trade, gravitated to London and other large cities, took any casua l
work that was offering and lived a free, comfortable and sometimes ga y
life on the aggregate of their Service and civilian pay .2 Even for these men ,
however, there was a greater degree of adjustment to civilian life tha n
there would have been had the men remained inactive in holding units .
Much more benefit was gained by those whose apprenticeships had bee n
interrupted ; and by architects, engineers, skilled tradesmen, accountant s
and clerical workers who had opportunities to refresh their experience .
Some needs could best be met by formal courses rather than pai d
employment "on the job " and in these cases the Education Section too k
responsibility . At first both R .A .A .F . individuals and local educatio n
authorities were reluctant to enter into arrangements because of the doubt s
concerning repatriation . This difficulty was to an extent overcome by a
sympathetic ruling that for men engaged on approved training course s
the "normal date of embarkation " would be the date after which the y
2

These casual jobs varied enormously : some were in offices and factories but had no rea l
training content ; work at film studios as extras in crowd scenes was very popular . Some me n
accepted what were virtually labouring jobs . But despite earlier fears there was no complain t
from the trade unions.
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could not be replaced on a draft ; as this date appeared likely to be
very late in 1945 R .A .A .F. members were able to plan accordingly .
Later a decision was made to defer repatriation to permit completio n
of a maximum of one academic year . The extra period of deferment
was to be taken as leave without pay, but the Ministry of Post-Wa r
Reconstruction agreed that financial assistance under the Commonwealt h
Reconstruction Training Scheme should be made available to such students .
Despite the pressure on accommodation expected as a result of th e
demobilisation of British servicemen, many universities and colleges mad e
arrangements for a special short refresher course in the Michaelmas Ter m
for Dominion servicemen who had completed at least one year of thei r
studies before enlistment . The general policy of approving only course s
not readily available in Australia led to a high proportion of application s
for unusual or specialised courses with less generally known colleges ,
schools or institutions . One especially popular series of four courses eac h
of six-weeks duration was specially arranged for R .A .A .F . and R .N .Z.A .F .
men with previous experience of the wool and textile industry . Londo n
University also agreed to organise and provide lecturers for a specia l
four-weeks course in " Modern Educational Developments" . Specially
selected men with considerable broadcasting experience were also admitte d
to B .B .C . staff training courses and given an opportunity to study moder n
developments and techniques .
Another branch of the Overseas Headquarters staff whose duties under went a marked change after April 1945 was the Medical Section . Durin g
1940 and 1941, when there were relatively few R .A .A .F . members in
England, liaison work had predominated . Research and reports on aircre w
selection, documentation for sick and disabled personnel, pilot fatigue ,
oxygen administration, night vision, orthoptic training and acceleratio n
problems were undertaken first by a Citizen Air Force officer called u p
in England early in the war and then by a regular R .A .A .F . medical
officer sent in December 1940 to join the R .A .A .F . liaison staff at Australia House . With the establishment of Overseas Headquarters this office r
at first combined the functions of staff officer medical and unit medica l
officer, but within a few months a second medical officer arrived to shar e
the increasing load of liaison, research and hospital duties . The section
continued to grow in size and importance throughout the war . As far a s
practicable each R .A .A .F . squadron on formation was provided with a
R .A.A .F . medical officer and, in addition, from early 1943 the Principa l
Medical Officer at O .H .Q . made regular visits to units, so that many
problems associated with operational flying and aircrew welfare could b e
discussed on the spot . Hospital visiting duties grew markedly during 194 3
and in December a senior medical officer arrived from Australia to b e
attached to No . 1 Central Medical Board ; all R .A .A .F . men requiring
medical re-assessment were thereafter referred to a board whose presiden t
was an Australian .
In 1943 one officer spent six months at the R .A .F . Rehabilitatio n
Unit at Loughborough before returning to Australia to direct a similar
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unit, and in 1944 four more specialists arrived from Australia to stud y
aviation medicine, plastic surgery, psychiatry and medical rehabilitation .
After the cessation of hostilities the burden of operational and liaiso n
medical duties naturally declined, but was replaced by the onerous tas k
of collecting, checking and copying very large numbers of medical documents for dispatch to Australia . Very thorough medical examinations wer e
arranged for all former prisoners, and appropriate embarkation check s
made in respect of all men returning to Australia . In the event a ver y
large percentage of medical documents reached Australia ahead of th e
drafts so that no delays should arise at personnel depots .
Much of the patient and valuable work done by the accounting, equipment and technical staffs at O .H .Q . went relatively unnoticed to the
average airmen because of the largely impersonal nature of these essentia l
duties, but everyone during the last year of the war and while awaitin g
repatriation paid special praise to the Welfare Section . Before March
1943 when there were approximately 6,300 R .A .A .F . men based in the
United Kingdom Australian welfare activities consisted chiefly of distribution of foodstuffs, toilet items, wool and sheepskin clothing and recreationa l
gear by the Australian Comforts Fund Commissioners from a centra l
warehouse at Amesbury . R .A .F . units holding Australians were aske d
to supply nominal rolls to the commissioner who then sent bulk supplie s
monthly . Unfortunately this scheme failed because it made no provisio n
for the very rapid and widespread movement of aircrew members bot h
during training and operations . The Comforts Fund never failed to issu e
sufficient goods to ensure 100 per cent distribution, but much of the m
accumulated in storage, and perishables were distributed among othe r
nationals at stations and satellite airfields from which R .A .A .F . men ha d
moved . Although the establishment of O .H .Q . was amended in June 1942 t o
contain a single welfare officer, Flight Lieutenant Cochrane 3 arrived fro m
Australia nine months later to find much dissatisfaction especially among
men who had just spent a hard winter on poorly-equipped training units .
Some of these alleged that they had received no A .C .F . issues for months .
He was able later to improve the position by persuading the A .C .F .
Commissioners to agree to the striking of a ration card for each man ,
giving him the right to draw to an agreed monthly scale, and retrospectivel y
if necessary whenever he reached a unit holding stocks of Comforts Fun d
goods .
Cochrane quickly realised from his first unfriendly contacts that unorthodox ideas and methods were required to meet the peculiar problems o f
dispersed airmen . He might well have despaired, for he had no assistant ,
no transport and a very modest imprest account of £200, in compariso n
with the Royal Canadian Air Force welfare authority which aimed a t
providing one welfare officer or auxiliary for every 200 to 250 men i n
the field and which controlled 96 vehicles in 1945 . Unconventional ,
5

F-Lt P . N . Cochrane, 282425 ; Welfare Officer OHQ London . Technical teacher and playwright ;
of Adelaide ; b. 29 Jan 1907 .
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persuasive and persistent, Cochrane was imbued with even greater determination to restore or enhance a high standard of morale, not only among
those under the nervous strain of operations but also those meeting th e
frustrations and discomforts of isolated training units . From the outse t
he received warm support from Air Vice-Marshal Wrigley and fin e
cooperation from all sections of O .H.Q . in the ingenious progressive
schemes which made welfare services available to all in the Europea n
theatre . His initial three problems were to establish contact with an d
confidence among the widely scattered men he wished to serve ; to rais e
funds to finance both a vast sporting and recreational program and th e
purchase of welfare stocks ; and to secure assistance in supervising an d
operating his major schemes . The battle of establishments was soon los t
and at the maximum period of R .A .A .F . activity his official staff amounte d
only to two junior officers and two N .C .O ' s . His solution was the attachment of temporarily grounded aircrew as supernumerary welfare assistants ,
and in fact in 1945 no fewer than 125 men were so employed . The
disadvantage that these men had no welfare training was mitigated b y
their ability to speak the same language as the aircrew they were servin g
and their consequent sympathy and understanding . Finance did not prove
to be such a grave problem as anticipated, partly because, once the vas t
sporting scheme fully matured, revenue from gate receipts more tha n
equalled expenditure, and partly because the Welfare Section negotiate d
for and received permission to engage in trading activities in duty-fre e
goods . Only £616 had been spent from imprest funds before welfare
services became wholly self-supporting and ultimately in 1946 the Oversea s
Headquarters Welfare Section was able to give the spectacular sum o f
£81,202 to the trustees of the Australian Welfare Fund . 4
The solution of the problem of establishing contact with all R .A .A .F .
members at first entailed continuous and arduous travel by Cochran e
himself to hundreds of different airfields and satellites . In an attemp t
to visit each site at least once every two months, approval was obtaine d
for use of a light aircraft and a tour-expired pilot was appointed to th e
Welfare Section . As welfare schemes increased in scope it was foun d
essential to decentralise, and eleven zone welfare officers were appointed ,
each controlling one major R .A .F. station or group headquarters togethe r
with all other units in the vicinity in which R .A .A .F . men were serving .
In 1945 when the unscrambling process began zone welfare officers wer e
moved to the four main aircrew holding units at Gamston, Millom, Beccle s
and Cranfield . Zone welfare officers were provided with the same equipment and facilities obtainable at O .H .Q . together with an imprest account
to meet unforeseen needs .
Coincident with the attempt to raise general morale by personal contacts, Cochrane busied himself with organising social services to cop e
with the elimination of personal, domestic and financial worries of airme n
and with examining cases of discontent arising from Service conditions .
+ A temporary interest-free loan of £1,500 had been negotiated from the Australian War Contributions Council to launch trading activities, but this was quickly repaid in full .
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Existing hospitality schemes were widely advertised, people were encouraged to offer facilities to Australians, and assistance was given to th e
Comforts Fund Commissioners in establishing and staffing residential
hostels in London, Edinburgh, Newquay and Windermere . Sports gear
and uniforms had already been distributed to R .A .A .F . squadrons by
the A .C .F . but this service had not been extended to the majority o f
men serving on R .A .F. units nor had incidental sporting expenses bee n
paid. A more dynamic approach was adopted by the Welfare Section t o
include all R .A .A .F . men and this entailed large expenditure not only
on provision of equipment but in transport, ground fees, umpires' fees ,
publicity and accommodation expenses . Ultimately international and interService fixtures were conducted in five major sports with teams from te n
countries . Where transport was available inter-unit matches were arrange d
between dispersed R .A .A .F . stations or squadrons in addition to local
matches . When the Torquay hostel became available surf racing and lifesaving displays were held . Individual sports, such as badminton, squas h
and golf were catered for by provision, within zone depots, of stocks of
equipment and clothing, while arrangements were negotiated with civilia n
sporting clubs to provide special facilities for R .A .A .F . players .
Even more successful was the Cigarette Fund which ensured that eac h
member of the R .A .A .F . received a personal monthly issue of 60 0
American cigarettes (or the equivalent in tobacco or cigars) despite the
great tobacco scarcity in the United Kingdom . The total saving to R .A .A .F.
men amounted to £1,250,000, and from a small marginal profit othe r
welfare projects were adequately financed . Other personal items such a s
pipes and fountain pens, which were often difficult to buy in country area s
during wartime, were also made available through welfare channels .
Australian cinema news-reels (News from Home) were distributed t o
all R .A .F . stations at which more than 30 Australians were serving.
Two major trading ventures after the war had ended also deserve mention . To replace watches lost by prisoners of war and operational aircre w
through enemy action, or rendered unserviceable by cold, magnetism o r
other conditions, some 8,606 high-grade Swiss watches were importe d
with Treasury approval and sold to aircrew at a fraction of the retai l
prices . Again, although during the war lack of shipping space and the
difficulty of dispersal had prevented the operation of a R .A .A .F . canteen
service, surplus foodstuffs became available when the P .O .W . reception
centres closed, and these were disposed of through temporary canteen s
set up at the main R.A .A .F . holding units and at squadrons still in
existence . Generous monthly allocations of meats, fruit, sweets, sugar ,
butter, soap and other goods heavily rationed at that time permitte d
many Australians during their last three months in England to repa y
hospitality they had themselves received by restocking the larders of thei r
hosts .
The Welfare Section remained at Overseas Headquarters after the larg e
repatriation drafts had sailed to deal with the needs of men still in hospita l
and the human problems which are left in the wake of any overseas force .
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By May 1946 its strength had fallen to the original level of one professional officer, and by August Cochrane was himself repatriated .
Questions inevitably remain to which no precise answers can be given .
What was the effective real contribution of air power in attaining fina l
victory in Europe? How appropriate in extent and form was R .A .A .F .
participation in Allied air forces in relation to Australia's own war plans ?
This present volume covers a period from late 1943 until mid-1945 .
Air supremacy in Europe and the Mediterranean had already been wo n
in long bitter fighting campaigns and as the result of superior planning ,
technical and material development, and personnel training factors whic h
favoured the Allied air forces compared with the Luftwaffe . Despite
temporary and local successes by the German day and night-fighter force s
during the last two years of the war there was never any real doub t
that this air supremacy would be maintained . The vital question wa s
therefore how well and in what degree aggressive air power either alone
or in conjunction with ground or naval forces could achieve a speed y
defeat of Germany, the accepted strategic aim as a prelude to victory in
the Pacific . From an Australian viewpoint this was a period during whic h
the original conception of a balanced and distinctive R .A .A .F . oversea s
force had virtually been abandoned because of military and manpowe r
demands in the Pacific directly affecting Australia's own security . Commitments to provide aircrew for the European struggle were fully met an d
in fact Australia's part in the E .A .T .S . had to be diminished and finally
terminated before the end of the war not because of inability to dispatc h
aircrew but because supply exceeded needs in most categories . But th e
Australian contribution was essentially one of aircrew only . In May 1945 ,
of approximately 15,500 R .A .A.F . men engaged against Germany, som e
12,300 were basically trained aircrew in contrast to the Pacific are a
where, of a total of 138,000 R .A .A .F . personnel, only 14,500 wer e
basically trained aircrew . Again, although Nos . 3 and 10 Squadrons
were initially and throughout the war maintained and financed entirel y
from Australian resources, any assessment of the real contribution o f
the R .A .A .F . would be false without consideration of the tremendous backing in aircraft, equipment, squadron and non-squadron ground backing ,
organisation, training, technical and operational services for titula r
(Article XV) R .A .A .F . units and dispersed aircrew which had to b e
provided by the R.A .F . before Australian aircrew could effectively tak e
their part in the air war.
By any standards the achievements of air power in every land, se a
and air campaign during this period were remarkable, although sobe r
judgment after the event may question the scale, frequency and purpos e
of much that was attempted and brilliantly done . It was axiomatic tha t
the air battle must first be won, but this often led to large over-insuranc e
in terms of air support by naval and ground commanders, which t o
some extent dictated the growth, complement and independent activit y
of air campaigns . Even within the Allied air forces, political considerations,
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doctrinaire preconceptions, and faulty Intelligence appreciations cause d
dissipation of effort because of the problem (never satisfactorily solved )
of selecting truly primary targets . Air power was so flexible that it wa s
constantly in demand for desirable rather than vital tasks . In these year s
of plenty there was at times a lack of concentration and a suggestion tha t
effort was being spent for the record rather than to achieve true military
objectives. Nevertheless, even when direct results were lacking, obliqu e
benefits were often gained from the phenomenal and pervasive influenc e
of Allied air power .
At sea, although unable to prevent the grievous Allied shipping losses
of the first three years and a half of war, and towards the end ineffectiv e
against revolutionary new types of German U-boats, Coastal Command ,
in sinking 198 and sharing in sinking many more enemy submarines, di d
clear the way for trans-Atlantic supply routes on which depended th e
success of the Allied invasion of Europe . Aircraft from R.A .A .F . units sank
10 and individual Australians sank 9 while 7 more U-boats were share d
with other air or naval units and 30 more damaged in varying degree .
Bomber Command by direct attack or through its mining campaig n
destroyed many other U-boats .
Tactical air forces both in France and Germany and in the Italia n
campaign worked tirelessly to protect and blast a way ahead of the groun d
troops . They provided ceaseless reconnaissance services while denying
similar facilities to the enemy, thus giving the Allies a great advantag e
in deployment and operation of troops . The morale factor of this aeria l
support cannot be dismissed, but at times there were indications tha t
Allied ground offensives depended too much on air support . Despit e
continuous and lavish praise from army commanders it is difficult t o
evaluate the precise importance of tactical air support on the scal e
actually supplied both in Italy and northern Europe . The vast pattern
of unremitting air support in defence and offence together with the les s
spectacular work of Fighter Command maintained general air superiority ,
but the direct and indirect contribution of both tactical and fighter force s
must be weighed against the cost in effort of the lavish air suppor t
involved . It was a far cry from the early campaigns when British force s
had to fight with meagre air support ; it was now the Germans who had
little help from the Luftwaffe but who nevertheless fought doggedly an d
with surprising resilience against the fiercest type of air attack .
Major interest both for the R .A .F . and the R.A .A.F . lay during th e
last two years with Bomber Command 's part in the Combined Strategi c
Bombing Offensive . The aim set at Casablanca—"the progressive destruction and dislocation of the German military, industrial and economi c
system, and the undermining of the morale of the German people to a
point where their capacity to resist is fatally weakened" remained th e
prime objective of all planning authorities, although it was variousl y
interpreted in practice . By 1944 Bomber Command had achieved reall y
effective striking power with an average potential thereafter of approximately 15,000 sorties to drop 45,000 tons of bombs per month . Into this
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command gravitated the majority of Australian aircrew both to feed th e
five R .A .A .F . bomber units and pathfinder and R .A .F . main-force squadrons . The Australian squadrons alone dropped 65,000 tons of bomb s
and incendiaries during 692 raids against 241 targets (6 per cent of
the total dropped by R.A .F . Bomber Command during the entire war )
and to this must be added the effort of some 6,000 men serving with
R .A .F . units . Nearly three-quarters of this bomb-fall was in 1944-45
at the time when U .S .A .A .F. bombing figures were rapidly mountin g
until they equalled Bomber Command's effort in the penultimate mont h
of the war. Australian contribution is thus bound inextricably to th e
general effectiveness of Bomber Command operations .
During the first nine months of 1944 only one-third of Bomber Command's effort was directed against targets in Germany, largely becaus e
of the demands of land campaigns and other operations . The final success
of both the oil and transportation campaigns have led military theorist s
to speculate in many ways . Some contend that had Bomber Command
been built up more rapidly during 1943 (at the expense of army expansion )
it could earlier have launched such a devastating attack against German y
that the OVERLORD landings would not have been necessary . This theory
ignores the main arch of Allied strategy of which the Normandy invasio n
was the keystone . Others claim that had the oil campaign begun si x
months earlier, Germany must have collapsed in 1944, but this coul d
have been done only at the cost of failing to neutralise enemy defence s
and communications in France, thus jeopardising the success of OVERLORD
on which, in fact, much of the later bombing accuracy and ability o f
bombers to penetrate deeply into Germany depended . Air Chief Marsha l
Harris and his protagonists remained convinced that area bombing o f
German cities would have sufficed, but post-war surveys have tended t o
show that German major cities did not in fact contain a critical percentag e
of enemy basic munitions capacity .
Little that Bomber Command did in 1944-45 was without military
effect, in that all destruction had some effect on enemy freedom of action ,
and German domestic and military planning was forced progressively
to wasteful expedients merely to cope with the incessant hail of bombs .
But viewed academically there was undoubted waste of effort in both th e
direct and indirect successes of Bomber Command . Attack against specifi c
target systems such as the aircraft or tank industry failed in its mai n
purpose because it ignored the relatively large reserves of machine-tool s
and manpower which characterised the German war potential . German
determination to avoid "unconditional surrender" was also proof agains t
the frightful devastation of area attacks, because once again productio n
capacity was impaired rather than demolished . Only the attacks developed
during the last year of war against the synthetic oil industry and th e
extended homogeneous target system of German communications wer e
directly effective in depriving the enemy of the capacity to produce armaments or to deliver them in sufficient quantities to significant battlefields .
It is possible that even these two target systems were over-bombed during
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the last few months of the war ; the recurrent attacks on synthetic oil
plants may have been unnecessary had the general decline of Germa n
transport potential been fully realised, while the attack on communicatio n
targets might well have been done on a more selective basis without an y
real diminution in the collapse of the whole system .
Hindsight may thus suggest that the air war over Europe might hav e
been waged differently if presented as an academic military plannin g
exercise in a vacuum . Given the ever-present factors of British, America n
and Russian divergent post-war aims, a plethora of planning and operational committees, competing inter-Service and intra-Service interests an d
the prevalent desire to over-insure in times of military plenty, it i s
difficult to envisage the deployment of air power in a fashion radicall y
different from that which occurred . The theoretical waste of effort wa s
swallowed up in the manifest triumphs . As agent for the navy and arm y
and in its own right the R .A .F . showed remarkable ability and tenacit y
to undertake any task given it . The abject failures against oil, the Germa n
fleet and enemy communications during the winter of 1939-40, and th e
desperate situations of Dunkirk and the Battle of Britain stand in shar p
relief compared with the last nine months of the war . In the proces s
of transformation of fortunes and ability, many Australians together wit h
ten times as many other British airmen trained and strove and suffere d
with a sense of complete belief in and satisfaction with not only th e
aims but the means of their endeavours . Despite their own domestic worries
concerning active threats to their homeland, they wrote an imperishabl e
saga of effort and heroism in the skies over Europe . Opportunity for
distinction was by no means lacking although many died bravely withou t
ever coming to notice . Nearly two-thirds of all citizen aircrew recruite d
in Australia served at some time in Europe or the Mediterranean an d
nearly a quarter of those actually engaged on operations lost their live s
there . In all over 6,500 Australian airmen and officers lost their live s
in (or in transit to and from) the European and Middle East theatres ,
a figure of approximately 20 per cent of all Australian war deaths in al l
Services and all campaigns of the Second World War .

